DIRECTIONS:

(I-65 North is accessible from I-265 and I-264)

1. Take I-65 North (toward Indianapolis) to Exit 133 at University Boulevard.
2. Turn left at first light onto University Boulevard.
3. Turn right at the second traffic light onto S. Floyd Street.
4. Continue through two traffic lights and enter roundabout.
5. Exit roundabout at third right onto E. Brandeis Avenue.
7. Go straight through traffic light at Brook Street.
8. Turn left into the North Entrance, which is directly between the School of Music and Unitas Tower (duPont Manual High School will be on your right). Proceed down First Street until you reach the traffic stop.
9. At the stop sign, turn left onto E. Brandeis Avenue and immediately into the Miller Hall Parking Lot on the right, where you may unload.
10. After unloading, exit the lot and turn left onto E. Brandeis Avenue.
11. Proceed down E. Brandeis Avenue to the roundabout and exit onto Second Street.
DIRECTIONS:
(I-65 South is accessible from I-71 and I-64)

1. Take I-65 South (toward Nashville), to Exit 134 at Arthur Street.
2. Turn right at stop sign onto Brandeis Avenue and Cardinal Boulevard.
3. Continue through the roundabout.
4. Exit roundabout at second right onto E. Brandeis Avenue.
5. Continue onto E. Cardinal Boulevard.
6. Go through traffic light at Brook Street.
7. Turn left into the North Entrance, which is directly between the School of Music and Unitas Tower (duPont Manual High School will be on your right). Proceed down First Street until you reach the traffic stop.
8. At the stop sign, turn left onto E. Brandeis Avenue and immediately into the Miller Hall Parking Lot on the right, where you may unload.
9. After unloading, exit the lot and turn left onto E. Brandeis Avenue.
10. Proceed down E. Brandeis Avenue to the roundabout and exit onto Second Street.